FULLY ADJUSTABLE NOZZLE

Adjustable nozzle offers full
range of actuation options
from stream to fine mist.
PISTON SPRING

Unique internal stainless steel
piston, designed to provide
better chemical resistance.

Heavy duty

BOTTLE LOCK

Turn-screw bottle locks allows
bottle to be eaily refilled by user.

HEAVY-DUTY TRIGGER VALVE

S.V. Spring (SUS-304)

Lever also rocks back for
constant spraying. The trigger
has a textured surface to help
grip with wet or gloved hands.

Trigger (PP)
S. Valve (PP)

Spinner (PP)
O-ring (NBR)

Piston shaft (PP)
Piston (LLPDE)
Piston spring (SUS-304)

SELECTA trigger-sprayer is a versatile, robust,
multipurpose sprayer with a 1.3 ml output per stroke.
Designed with user comfort in mind, with a rounded,
ergonomic body style and a wide trigger shape.
®

Housing (PP)

F.V. Ball (SUS-316)

Tighten nozzle
for mist

Nozzle (PP)
Nozzle Cap (PP)
Valve case (PP)

Bottle cap (PP)

ERGONOMICALLY CURVED TANK

Heavy duty, UV resistant and
High density chemical resistant
plastic tank.

LIQUID MEASUREMENT MARKINGS

SELECTA® is suitable for a wide range
of uses including:
- Garden spraying
- Pest control
- Weed & Disease control
- Sterilization
- Environmental protection
- Household cleaning

Bottle packing (PE)

Tube (LDPE)

Loosen nozzle
for jet

TRIGGER SPECIFICATIONS

Ø0.4 mm
Nozzle orifice dia
Spray output per stroke 1.1± 0.2gr. (Using distilled water)
Spray angle
0~60 170 30mm ( Distance: 150mm)
More than 50,000 continuous trigger
Durability
pulls, equivalent to the use of
120 bottles of 500ml
40±1.2gr.(LB=250mm)
Weight

INTERNAL DIP TUBE WITH FILTER

The dip tubes have a filter to prevent
clogging and trigger damage.

Filter case (PP)
Filter mesh (PA)

Comprehensive measurement
marks are moulded into the
plastic bottle and so will not rub
or wash off.

FLAT BASE
Sits on the ground without tipping
for easy filling and storage

0711 045000, 0732 167000, 020 3912000

20560 (SMS)
customercare@oshochem.com

®

INSTRUCTION FOR DURABILITY OF THE PUMP:1. After use empty the contents from the sprayer
2. Clean the bottle and trigger with water
3. Do not keep any spray material in the sprayer as
this may damage the bottle and trigger
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